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Patrick Dempsey, Actor: Grey's Anatomy. Patrick Dempsey has lived two charming but separate lives on film and
television. From an exuberant, somewhat awkward charmer in college comedy films of the late s and early s, he has
morphed spectacularly into a dreamy, wavy-haired television hunk of the new-age millennium and this seductive new
image has since spilled off into romantic.

You get into the ward and think, God, I actually look like a doctor! Yes, finds Catherine Shoard Once upon a
time there was an actor. He was young, innocent and ever so slightly geeky. The world was his oyster, if only
he could figure out how to open it. Rocky Parker, his year-old agent and mother to his best friend, Corey.
When the actor was just 21, they married. Yet, as the work finally dried up and the marriage crumbled, so the
actor blossomed. He grew more confident, less needy. People magazine voted him Second Sexiest Man Alive.
He married a beautiful young hairdresser, Jillian, had three children and has lived happily ever after. Such is
the Patrick Dempsey story. At least as told by celebrity magazines. The designer stubble has a suspiciously ad
hoc look; the eyes are tiny, eclipsed by vast shadows and puffy trenches. And that usually glorious mop of
curls - Dempsey may be only the Second Sexiest Man but he always bags Best Hair - seems below par.
Though in Britain the show has a relatively small profile on Five, in America it vies for the top-rated slot with
CSI. Dempsey loves such fluff. There are too many mean-spirited movies around. And, sure, if you have a
political point of view, you have every right to share it. But you have to be careful not to get too
self-important. You have to find the balance between being entertaining and being preachy. His dream project
would be a drama about a lighthouse-keeper and his family. The fields, the sheep, the smells: Then, at 17, he
discovered girls, and that they were easier to meet if you acted. Rocky Parker later claimed that Dempsey had
been unable to read or write before she got hold of him. And all those medical terms are so crazy! And a
revamped movie career certainly seems to beckon: But all smoothie medics are not the same. You have to
allow yourself to be vulnerable. We love the idea of someone getting another shot - and being more humble
and grateful this time round. Directors find him pliable; the public finds him accessible. You have to get
outside of yourself and be respectful of whoever comes up to you, good or bad. You just have to try to not take
yourself too seriously. Those knocks have left their scars. Showbiz types, he says, were awfully dismissive
when he was in the wilderness. He talks a lot about needing to be able to look in the mirror and know who he
is not a great challenge for most of us. Does he ever feel objectified by all the attention? The turning point for
me was right round the time I got married and I bought myself a farm in Maine [a place built as long ago as ,
he tells me proudly]. My family help, my therapist helps. And, in life, you want to stay one step ahead as
much as possible. When you ask him who he would like to meet, the names he reels off are:
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Dr. Andrea Dempsey, MD is an internal medicine specialist in Las Vegas, NV and has been practicing for 12 years. She
specializes in internal medicine. This provider is brought to you by and on medical staff at.

Edit ""Beware The Doc". A message that was scrawled across walls of every town under Axis control.
Starvation may cripple you, dysentery may wreck you, and gunfire may rip the flesh from your bones, but
"Beware the Doctor". Richtofen, known affectionately as "The Butcher" to his victims as they scream in agony
moments before he snuffs out their light. All through his career, Richtofen has been at the forefront of torture
and information extraction research. Richtofen is an incurable sociopath and sees no moral distinction between
natural death and murder; the victim is the victim, regardless of how their demise manifests itself. Doctor
Richtofen has a collection of stuffed animals, most of them posed in positions of terror at the instant of their
death. Edward Richtofen, at the time, had been a member of the Illuminati since August 30th, Richtofen also
carried out his own experiments in the field of teleportation, along with fellow Group member Dr. Though he
was successful at teleporting a walnut, Maxis declared it a waste of time. He reveals to Richtofen that Group
will soon be funded by Germany. Richtofen worried this would lead to mass defections: After conducting
more experiments, on January 4th, , Richtofen eventually used himself as a test subject for teleportation,
leading him to be teleported to a catacomb within the Moon, where he came into contact with a mysterious
pyramid device , unknown to him as the Aether Pyramid hidden by the Apothicons. Richtofen was also
worshiped by the natives, in which they built an altar in his name. Now corrupted by the Dark Aether,
Richtofen was gradually being driven insane by an obsession to find Agartha. Around this time, he also
renounced his involvement with the Illuminati. When asked how he could abandon his obligation to the Order,
he stated "Teddy was a liar. On February 1st, , with the moon base completed, now known as Griffin Station,
Richtofen named Dr. Working alongside Schuster, Groph was left to discover how to power the M. They
report their findings to Richtofen, who began sending soldiers and scientists to the moon to be sacrificed; their
souls used to charge the M. No longer trusting him, he wondered if it was a mistake to invite him to Group
On July 15th, , Richtofen traveled to the Siberian Facility to do further research on "live specimens. Group
begins transferring three test subjects for experimentation: Richtofen reported Pablo had died following a
spleen removal. He also revealed he was performing experiments on Samantha. Richtofen reported another
enemy has been captured and will be brought in to replace "the Mexican. Richtofen documented the
personality traits of his test subjects. Maxis returned to Der Riese. He ordered Richtofen to do likewise so they
may continue their work on the Matter Transference Device. He places the test subjects minus Samantha into
sleep, ready to be awakened whenever. Using Element , prior to his experiments with the test subjects,
Richtofen was able to create a deadly weapon, codenamed Wunderwaffe DG Maxis, though initially promised
to mass-produce the Wunderwaffe DG-2, did not show any progress due to his obsession with creating
resources for the war effort due to the funding recieved by Germany and his close-relationship with his
assistant Sophia. Along with other Group members such as Groph and Schuster, Richtofen came up with a
plan called Operation Shield to dispose of Maxis and his daughter, as the M. As Test 6 failed, Fluffy , now
changed , is teleported back into the chamber. Samantha saw Fluffy and ran into the teleporter. Maxis chased
after her. Richtofen sealed them both in the test chamber and teleported all three of them. Samantha was
teleported to the moon while Groph and Schuster were working on the M. Running into the M. Maxis was
teleported to the Crazy Place and developed the power to merge with electricity. Richtofen then shortly
returned to the moon, where he quickly learned that Samantha was trapped in the MPD. He then ordered
Groph to teleport Maxis there to coax her out of the device. In an effort to free Samantha, Maxis approached
the M. Once she did, Maxis gave her an instruction, to "Kill them With no recollection of who they were or
who Richtofen was, they agreed to help him. The four would become known as Ultimis. Upon reading it,
Richtofen began to form his plan to defeat Samantha. On October 28th, , Ultimis then returned to Der Riese.
With his diary, Richtofen planned to use the teleporter to return to the moon and confront Samantha.
Unfortunately, the Wunderwaffe DG-2 overloaded the teleporter and sends them through time - causing
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Richtofen to drop his diary. From Der Riese, Ultimis teleported through time and space and ended up at the
Kino Facility on October 28th, , another station once ran by Group , which was located at an abandoned
theater. Unbeknownst to them, they begin to receive help at this point from Dr. Monty , a Keeper , who added
changes in the background across time with things such as chalk drawings of weapons on the walls, helping
Group come up the idea to make Perk-a-Colas , etc. Ultimis locates a Lunar Lander and fly to the Ascension
Facility in Soviet territory, which is where Richtofen finds out his diary is located. Ultimis then arrived at the
Soviet Cosmodrome on November 6th, and freed Gersh , a scientist who worked for the Ascension Group ,
from the Casimir Mechanism after Samantha corrupted Yuri Zavoyski , another scientist of the Ascension
Group, and obeyed her wish by tricking Gersh into activating the Gersh Device. The rift created by it absorbed
him and allowed Samantha to travel through. Yuri was also absorbed and was transported to the Pentagon.
Richtofen recovered his diary, and learned that they need the Vril Device from the Siberian Facility for his
plan. Maintaining his ethereal form, Gersh sended them into a rift to their next destination before beginning
his travels across space and time.
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This program was designed by Michael Dempsey, and it is essentially a guide for maintaining one's health over time.
Features One of the key features of the Vedda Blood Sugar Remedy consists of natural techniques for reversing the
damaging effects associated with type 2 diabetes.

About Us Andrea Dempsey, M. Andrea Dempsey was born in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Dempsey took the
oath to become a U. She enjoys working in the outpatient setting as well as seeing her patients in the hospital.
She has hospital privileges at Mountain View Hospital and provides hospital coverage at Summerlin Hospital
as well. Dempsey is fluent in written and spoken English and Spanish. I take pride in being a good listener,
easy to communicate with and someone who cares about making the patients feel comfortable. People expect
more of their doctors today. I will take the time to address your concerns. My belief, as a physician, you work
to earn it. She is dedicated to quality patient care while bringing a positive outlook to healthcare and the
practice. In pursuit if higher education, she then received her Masters of Health Science degree from Touro
University, Nevada in She continued to then enter their PA program, graduating in In her off time, she enjoys
exercising, the outdoors, her family, and art. Our Services Andrea Dempsey, M. Doctors of internal medicine
focus on adult medicine and have had special study and training focusing on the prevention and treatment of
adult diseases. At least three of their seven or more years of medical school and postgraduate training are
dedicated to learning how to prevent, diagnose, and treat diseases that affect adults. Internists are equipped to
deal with whatever problem a patient brings â€” no matter how common or rare, or how simple or complex.
They are specially trained to solve puzzling diagnostic problems and can handle severe chronic illnesses and
situations where several different illnesses may strike at the same time. We offer the following services:
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Dr. Thomas Dempsey is a radiologist in Centre, Alabama and is affiliated with Cherokee Medical Center. He received
his medical degree from Emory University School of Medicine and has been in.

Derek was a student of Dr. He specializes in highly complex tumors and conditions of the brain and spine [4]
[5] [6] and came to Seattle Grace with a reputation for taking on "lost causes" and "impossible" cases [7] that
most of his peers would turn down. As an attending he is both well-liked and feared â€” well-liked by patients
and his scrub nurses for his compassion and gentlemanly bedside manner and feared by interns and residents
who are intimidated by his reputation and high standards. They begin to have feelings for one another and it
causes some awkwardness at work, particularly after her supervising resident Dr. Miranda Bailey discovers
their relationship. He generally tolerated them despite his dislike of sharing his living space with the interns
who worked under him. While most of his family members accepted Meredith, his sister, Nancy, particularly
disliked her and repeatedly called her "the slutty intern"; [12] as of season nine she still refuses to speak to
Meredith or acknowledge her as her sister-in-law. In the season one finale, his past eventually catches up with
him when his estranged wife Addison moves to Seattle and is offered a position by Dr. Shortly thereafter, his
childhood best friend Mark joins Seattle Grace as the new head of plastic surgery. Derek and Addison attempt
to repair their marriage but attempts were futile. Since their divorce they have remained on amicable terms,
with Addison even admonishing Meredith for breaking up with Derek in season three. In the Private Practice
episode " Ex-Life " Derek finally tells Addison that his mother never liked her in the first place. He admits to
Meredith that Addison cheating on him with Mark was partly his fault as an absentee husband. When Derek is
offered the Chief of Surgery position for the second time, he persuades the board to keep Dr. Webber on the
staff. Derek learns from Meredith that Richard has since resumed drinking and feels forced to have him
removed as Chief of Surgery. With mixed feelings, Derek offers him an ultimatum: In the season finale, they
decide to give their planned wedding to Alex and Izzie. Due to their tight schedule, they instead informally
marry and Derek writes down their "promises" on a post-it note. They legalize their marriage in season seven
in order to adopt Zola, a young African orphan treated for spina bifida. Zola is taken away from Meredith after
a social worker finds out she and Derek are living separately. In later seasons, Derek often griped about how
his subsequent interns and residents â€” mainly Lexie Grey, Shane Ross and Heather Brooks â€” did not quite
measure up to Meredith. He comes to terms with the fact that his career as a surgeon may be over and is
grateful that he is alive. When Callie Torres Sara Ramirez , head of orthopedic surgery, tells him a more risky
surgery could give him back full function of his hand or reduce its function if it goes wrong, he agrees,
accepting the possibility of never again holding a scalpel. Derek recovers well and Callie clears him to return
to work, but it is still weeks later that he feels ready to operate. Derek, Callie and fellow resident Jackson
Avery decide to do nerve transplant for his hand. Meredith, newly pregnant with their second child, goes
behind his back and calls his sisters so they can donate a nerve to him. He went back on his promise to her that
he would not add to his current workload in order to devote time to their two young children and allow her the
chance to establish her career as a full-fledged attending. Meanwhile, he and Meredith fight bitterly on and off
over whether they should move. After a bad argument, he accepts the job in the heat of the moment and leaves
for Washington. While there, he and Meredith talk things out over the phone and come to a mutual conclusion
that they both did not want to end their marriage. He tells her that just being with her, raising their children
and operating on patients was more satisfying than "saving the world". In season 11, Derek is involved in a
fatal car accident while driving to the airport for his final trip to Washington. He is able to hear and process
auditory input, but unable to speak. The hospital he was taken to was understaffed and his head injury was not
detected quickly enough by the interns on duty that night. Although the neurosurgeon on call is paged multiple
times, he takes too long to arrive and Derek is declared brain dead. At the time of his death, Meredith was
pregnant with their third child. She gives birth to a daughter whom she names Ellis after her mother. Derek
was mentioned or referenced to a number of times in season 12 as the other characters struggle to cope with
his sudden death. In the episode " My Next Life ", Meredith had a flashback of their first ever surgery together
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when a patient named Katie Bryce was admitted to the hospital with a brain aneurysm. Amelia took his death
especially hard as he was the sibling she was closest to. Development[ edit ] Casting and creation[ edit ] When
Patrick Dempsey auditioned for the role of Derek Shepherd, he was afraid that he was not going to get the
part. Reading the lines of Derek Shepherd, Patrick had a vulnerable charm that I just fell for. And he had
amazing chemistry with Ellen Pompeo. When I found out, I completely understood his hesitation. Now that
we all know, if he is struggling with a word, the other actors are quick to step up and help him out. Everyone
is very respectful. It really was something that was kind of surprising that unfolded, and it just naturally came
to be. Which was pretty good. I like the way it has all played out. Either Derek was going to walk out on
Meredith, and leave her high and dry, and what was that going to mean? For me, that was untenable. As
painful as it was for me as a storyteller, because I had never really thought that was going to happen, it
preserved what felt true to me, was that Derek was going to have to die in order for that love to remain honest.
A man who is charming, devilishly handsome and the type of guy every girl dreams of, and a man that often
makes the wrong decisions, and is often known as a jerk or the ultimate heartbreaker. Rhimes planned to have
this kind of character from the beginning, because he was the kind of guy whom girls fall in love with and a
character whose storylines could easily be changed. Dude, whatever happened in New York ceased to count in
any kind of grievance tally once you agreed to take Addison back and give things another try. Yes, we get it.
How immature can this man possibly be? No amount of heavily styled hair or blue-blue-blue eyes is going to
make me warm up to him unless he admits to being the needy, desperate one in the relationship. Any scene
they had together ranged from uncomfortable to forced.
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Dr. Thomas Dempsey is an orthopedic surgeon in Mobile, Alabama and is affiliated with multiple hospitals in the area,
including Mobile Infirmary Medical Center and Providence Hospital.

With more than 2 years of experience, Dr. Patrick W Dempsey has been identified as specializing in physician
assistant specialist. Medical Licenses Doctors can have one or more medical licenses for different specialities
in Pennsylvania or different states. Related medical licenses for Dr. Patrick W Dempsey are as mentioned
below: A physician assistant is a person who has successfully completed an accredited education program for
physician assistant, is licensed by the state and is practicing within the scope of that license. Physician
assistants are formally trained to perform man Patrick W Dempsey is professionally affiliated with the
following hospitals in Pittsburgh area and more: Acute Care Hospitals Emergency Services: Yes Hospital
overall rating: An affiliated hospital is a hospital where a doctor can practice and admit patients. Affiliation
usually means doctors can admit patients to a hospital. See office information for details. Knowing what
questions to ask before, during and after appointments is vital to better understand, and therefore manage, an
illness. Patrick W Dempsey is accepting new patients at his office. Patrick at to schedule an appointment in
Pittsburgh, PA or get more information. Languages supported at his practice English. Patrick W Dempsey
does not have any insurances listed. If your insurance plan is accepted and have any questions regarding your
insurance, please visit the office location or contact to get information about insurances provided by this
doctor. Patient Reviews There are currently no reviews for Dr. Patrick in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Tell us
about your experience by posting a comment or review about Dr. Patrick to help others decide which doctor is
right for them.
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Dr. Herbert Dempsey, DO is a family medicine specialist in Lees Summit, MO. He specializes in family medicine. This
provider is brought to you by and on medical staff at.

No Sanctions Found What is a sanction or disciplinary action? A sanction, also known as a disciplinary action,
is an action taken to punish or restrict a physician who has demonstrated professional misconduct. If a
physician has a sanction, it does not necessarily mean that he or she is a poor physician. Evaluate the
information and determine how severe you think the cause and action were. How far back does DoctorHelps
sanction history go? For which states does DoctorHelps collect sanction history? DoctorHelps collects
sanction history from all 50 states. Physicians with a disciplinary action in one state may move to another state
where they may have a clean record. Malpractice No Malpractice Found What is medical malpractice?
Medical malpractice is ordinary negligence by a physician that causes injury to a patient. Examples include
being improperly diagnosed, treated, medicated or operated upon outside the standard of care. The three
possible types of malpractice history are: Settlement - a payment on a medical malpractice action or claim
settled out of court. It is not a presumption that malpractice has occurred. Arbitration Award - a payment on a
medical malpractice action or claim typically based on a decision by a third-party arbiter. Judgment - a court
order for a physician, or his or her employer, to pay a party a certain amount of money. It is a conclusion that a
civil wrong has occurred. If your physician has a malpractice claim, evaluate the information and determine if
the action could potentially impact the quality of care you receive. You may want to use this information to
start a discussion with the physician. How far back does DoctorHelps malpractice history go? DoctorHelps
reports details of a physician malpractice history when the physician has at least one closed malpractice claim
within the last five years, even if he or she no longer practices in that state. If your physician has malpractice
claims in multiple states, evaluate the information for similarities. It is possible for multiple states to report the
same claim. For which states does DoctorHelps collect malpractice history?
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Dempsey was born in Maine, in , the youngest son of Amanda, a school secretary, and William, an insurance agent.
Early ambitions to be a downhill skier morphed into a desire to go to clown.

Heartless Self-verified patient of Dr. Dempsey was on a medical review panel, reviewing my complaint
against Dr. Brian Clarke of Fishers. In my complaint I had an ERCP where I woke up in recovery with pain
levels between , this is the main sign for pancreatitis. An extremely painful and life threatening situation. I was
left for about an hour, passing out multiple times before being given 2 rounds of very strong pain killers, then I
was sent home. Records of this even were stored in the anesthesiology records and never shared with anyone,
no mention of the anesthesiology group was ever mentioned in Dr. Clarke suggested I only had stomach gas
and it was minor. Days following my pain became worse and I ended up in the ER, they sent me to a surgeon,
my symptoms matched that of a bile leak. Clarke never refer or ordered a single test. Bile leaks are also life
threatening. Over a year later I had my organs cut apart. I still do and will likely continue to always have
abdominal pain, Mayo treated me for nerve damage related to severe and chronic pain singles. According to
Robert Strohmeyer the panel chair, Dr. Dempsey and other doctors felt I was being harsh by complaining on
someone who was trying to help me. Robert Strohmeyer has written a book telling doctors how to avoid
malpractice My attorney claimed that Dr. Dempsey refused to return his calls. Before I ran out of time I
pleaded with Dr. Dempsey to reconsider and review my case. He refused via his staff to even speak to me and
said his attorneys advised him only to talk to a attorney, which he already refused according to my attorney. If
it was good enough for him to approve such a low level of medical care towards me, he should have no issue
providing you with the same standard of care. Should there be any question of my statements to the extent I
have claimed, I am happy to share the emails and proof. This proof includes similar evidence against other
doctors in the Indianapolis area who refused to assist even though they knew I was in extreme suffering for
over a year. Indy Star and other news stations may not print this story but I refuse to let this story end until
there is justice served to those who covered it up or were a party to it directly.
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Dr. Dempsey was my doctor when he took over for Dr. Porter.. Now he has been my Childrens Doctor since I had my
first Son 21 years ago and then my daughter 15 years ago.. They have always been so Kind, Caring, Loving, Patient
and Understanding with both my children and their needs.

Early life[ edit ] Dempsey was born in Lewiston, Maine , [3] and grew up in the nearby towns of Turner and
Buckfield. He has two older sisters [5] and a half-brother, Shane. He told Barbara Walters on her Oscar special
that he thinks dyslexia made him what he is today. His audition was successful, and he spent the following
four months touring with the company in Philadelphia. He followed this with another tour, Brighton Beach
Memoirs , in the lead role, which was directed by Gene Saks. He then co-starred in the third installment of the
comedy classic Meatballs III: Summer Job , alongside Sally Kellerman in He received good reviews, [13]
however, as he portrayed real-life mob boss , Meyer Lansky in when Mobsters was put on the screen. In , he
played a young John F. In , he played Detective Kincaid in Scream 3. He also appeared as special guest star in
The Practice for its three-episode finale season 8xx Patrick Dempsey at the 80th Academy Awards. Dark of
the Moon Prior to landing the role, Dempsey auditioned for the role of Dr. Chase on another medical show,
House. His success on the show has led to his becoming a spokesman for Mazda and State Farm Insurance. I
would like to be a producer. I would commit to a show that is 10 to 12 episodes. In November , he launched an
Avon fragrance named Unscripted. Due to its success, a second fragrance named Patrick Dempsey 2 was
launched in October Dempsey waves to the crowd at the Indianapolis where he served as the Honorary Starter
In , Dempsey told Reuters in the Hockenheimring support paddock at the German Grand Prix that motor
racing was not just a hobby, and had become as much a part of who he is as acting. It really keeps me
motivated. Before the 24 Hours of Le Mans in , he said that he would like to compete full-time, telling
Eurosport: I would like to make that [motorsports] a complete priority and just focus on this full-time. If I
could just walk away from acting, I think I could do that very easily, and just focus on the driving, I would
love that more than anything else. He participated in this series as often as his schedule allowed, although
insurance restrictions kept him from driving competitively while also filming a motion picture. Dempsey and
his co-drivers finished 29th overall and fourth in-class.
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Patrick Galen Dempsey (born January 13, ) is an American actor, best known for his role as neurosurgeon Derek
"McDreamy" Shepherd in Grey's Anatomy, starring with Ellen Pompeo (Dr. Meredith Grey).
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